Abstract:

In the 1920s and 1930s, pulp science fiction editor Hugo Gernsback taught readers of his *Amazing Stories* and *Wonder Stories* magazines that “scientifiction,” as he called it, was not mere mechanical romance but a scientific enterprise in itself, with the power to shape and advance technology and the physical sciences.
his philosophy, the mundane act of reading constituted participation in scientific progress. For Gernsback’s readers, however, progress through science fiction took many forms, and participation could involve more than passive reception. During the late 1930s, Donald A. Wollheim, a reader and amateur contributor to *Wonder Stories*, promoted an alternative philosophy of “sociological” science fiction and created a casual network of aspiring writers, editors, and literary agents among science fiction fans in New York. Through the culture of constant collaboration fostered by his Futurian Society, Wollheim launched a long editorial career devoted to elevating a democratic ideal of sociological science fiction, transferring his focus from the technological objects of science fiction to its social, political, and philosophical significance. In Wollheim’s philosophy, the formulaic thrills of pulp paperback science fiction did not contradict the genre’s authority to contribute to serious discussions of humanity’s potential future and the social problems of the twentieth century.
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Until 1943, the word “science-fiction” had never appeared on the cover of a paperback book. To anyone who’s spent a misty afternoon in a used bookstore skimming through shelves of brilliant, cracked paper spines, this may seem surprising, but it’s true: the very first use of the term in paperback publishing was in the title of an anthology of short stories published in 1943 by the pioneering paperback company Pocket Books—The Pocket Book of Science-Fiction, their 214th title.

The man behind this historic little volume was a young New Yorker named Donald A. Wollheim. His name means little to readers today, but to that segment of the population devoted to the science fiction genre, it once held a semi-legendary status. One of the early circle of avid fans who read, collected, and celebrated science fiction during its interwar Golden Age, Wollheim followed on the success of the Pocket Book to become one of the most prolific editors of pulp science fiction in America. As an editor for Avon and Ace Books, he contributed significantly to the survival of science fiction after the demise of the pulp magazines that had given it its popularity. Almost thirty years after “science-fiction” first appeared in paperback form, Wollheim would go on to found the publishing house that produced the yellow-spined paperbacks—DAW Books—that make up the bulk of many used bookstores’ science fiction holdings.

In 1943, the reading “revolution” initiated by the introduction of Pocket Books in 1939 had encountered a temporary setback in the form of wartime paper shortages—temporary only, since at the conclusion of the global con-
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